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A BSTRACT. It is argued that the vector space measures used to measure closeness of
market prices to predictors for market prices are invalid because of the observed metric
of commodity space. An alternative representation in Hilbert space within which such
measures do apply is proposed. It is shown that commodity exchanges can be modeled by
the application of unitary operators to this space.

In 1983 Farjoun and Machover published their seminal work applying statistical mechanics to the dynamics of capitalist economies[6]. One of the predictions of this book was
that vertically integrated labour coefficients would be good predictors for market prices.
This prediction has largely been born out by subsequent empirical studies [2, 12, 8, 3,
9, 11, 4], though there have been isolated studies questioning this [7, 13]. There has
been some controversy as to what metric was appropriate for determining the closeness
of market prices to integrated labour coefficients. In the recent literature discussing this
[7, 9, 10, 13]it has been taken as given that the use of vector space measures is appropriate.
For example one measure proposed has been to determine the angle between two price
vectors. I wish to point out that this approach is questionable.
1. T HE V ECTOR S PACE P ROBLEM
Vector spaces are a subclass of metric space. A metric space is characterized by a
positive real valued metric function δ(p, q) giving the distance between two points, p, q.
This distance function must satisfy the triangle inequality δ(p, q) ≤ δ(p, r) + δ(q, r). In
vector spaces this metric takes the form:

(1.1)

δ(p, q) =

q

∑ (pi − qi )2

We have argued elsewhere[?] that the metric of commodity space does not take this
form. Let us recapitulate the argument.
Conjecture 1.1. Commodity space is a vector space.
Assume that we have a commodity space made up of two commodities, gold and corn
and that 1oz gold exchanges for 100 bushels of corn. We can represent any agent’s holding
of the two commodities by a 2 dimensional vector c with c0 being their gold holding and
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c1 being their corn holding. Given the exchange ratio above, we can assume that (1,0) and
(0,100) are points of equal worth and assuming that commodity space is a vector space
thus

(1.2)

δ((0, 0), (1, 0)) = δ((0, 0), (0, 100))

This obviously does not meet equation 1.1 but if we re-normalise the corn axis by dividing by its price in gold, we get a metric

(1.3)

δc (p, q) =

r

(p0 − q0 )2 + (

p1 − q1 2
)
100

which meets the equation we want for our two extreme points:

(1.4)

δc ((0, 0), (1, 0)) = δc ((0, 0), (0, 1))

If this is our metric, then we can define a set of commodity holdings that are the same
distance from the origin as holding 1oz of gold. Let us term this U the unit circle in
commodity space:

(1.5)

U = {a ∈ U : δc ((0, 0), a) = 1}

Since these points are equidistant from the origin, where the agent holds nothing, they
must be positions of equal worth, and that movements along this path must not alter the
net worth of the agent. Let us consider a point on U, where the agent holds √12 oz gold and
100
√
2

bushels of corn.
Would this in reality be a point of equal worth to holding 1 oz of gold?
√ bushels of corn for a further √1 oz gold and end
No, since the agent could trade their 100
2
2
√
up with 2oz> 1oz of gold. Thus there exists a point on U that is not equidistant from the
origin, hence equation 1.3 can not be the form of the metric of commodity space and thus
conjecture 1.1 falls, and commodity space is not a vector space.
2. T HE M ETRIC OF C OMMODITY S PACE
The metric actually observed in the space of bundles of commodities is:

(2.1)

δb (p, q) =

∑ αi (pi − qi )

where p, q are vectors of commodities, and αi are relative values. The ’unit circle’ in
this space actually corresponds to a pair of parallel hyperplanes on above and one below
the origin. One such hyperplane is the set of all commodity combinations of positive value
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1 and the other, the set of all commodity combinations of value -1. The latter corresponds
to agents with negative worth, i.e., net debtors.
Because of its metric, this space is not a vector space and it is questionable whether
measures of similarity based on vector space metrics are appropriate for it. However it is
possible to posit an underlying linear vector space of which commodity space is a representation.
3. C OMMODITY A MPLITUDE S PACE
We will now develop the concept of an underlying space, commodity amplitude space,
which can model commodity exchanges and the formation of debt. Unlike commodity
space itself, this space, is a true vector space whose evolution can be modeled by the
application of linear operators. The relationship between commodity amplitude space and
observed holdings of commodities by agents is analogous to that between amplitudes and
observables in quantum theory.
Let us consider a system of n agents and m commodities, and represent the state of this
system at an instance in time by a complex matrix A, where ai j represents the amplitude
of agent i in commodity j. The actual value of the holding of commodity j by agent i ,
we denote by hi j an element of the holding matrix H. This is related to ai j by the equation
p
ai j = hi j .
3.1. Commodity exchanges. We can represent the process of commodity exchange by the
application of rotation operators to A. An agent can change the amplitudes of their holdings
of different commodities by a rotation in amplitude space. Thus an initial amplitude of 1 in
gold space by an agent can be transformed into an amplitude of 1 in corn space by a rotation
of π2 . Borrowing Dirac notation we can write these as 1|gold>, and 1|corn>. A rotation of
π
4 on the other hand would move an agent from a pure state 1|gold> to a superposition of
states √12 |gold> + √12 |corn> . Unlike rotation operators in commodity space this is value
conserving since on squaring we find their assets are now £ 12 gold + £ 12 corn.
The second conservation law that has to be maintained in exchange is conservation of
the value of each individual commodity, there must be no more or less of any commodity
after the exchange than there was before. This can be modeled by constraining the evolution operators on commodity amplitude space to be such that they simultaneously perform
a rotation on rows and columns of the matrix A.
Suppose we start in state:
A=

1
0

0
2

!
,H =

1
0

0
4

!

Where agent zero has £1 of gold and no corn, and agent one has no gold and £4 of corn.
We can model the purchase of £1 of corn by agent zero from agent one by the evolution of
A to:
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A2 =

0 1
√
1
3

4

!

which corresponds to final holdings of:
0
1

H2 =

1
3

!

Note that the operation on amplitude space is a length preserving rotation on both the
rows and the columns. The lengths of the row zero and column zero in A2 are 1 the
lengths of row and column one is 2 just as it was for A. This operation can be effected
by the application of an appropriate rotation matrix so that A2 = M.A. A matrix which
produces this particular set of rotations is:
M=

0
1

1
√2
3
2

!

3.2. Price changes. Price movements are equivalent to the application of scaling operations which can be modeled by the application of diagonal matrices. Thus a 50% fall in the
1 0
price of corn in our model would be represented by the application of the matrix
0 √12
to the current commodity amplitude matrix. Scaling operations are not length preserving.
3.3. Modeling Debt. We specified in section 3 that the amplitude matrix must be complex
valued. This is required to model debt. Suppose that starting from holdings H agent zero
buys £2 of corn from agent one. Since agent zero only has £1 of gold to pay for it, the
transaction leaves the following holdings:
Agent gold
0
£-1
1
£2

corn
£2
£2

The corresponding amplitude matrix is
A3 =

√ !
i
2
√ √
2
2

It it interesting that this too is the result of applying a unitary rotation operator to the
√
original amplitude vector since the length of row zero |A30 | = i2 + ( 2)2 = 1, likewise the
lengths of all other rows and columns are preserved. The linear operator required to create
debts has itself to be complex valued, thus if A3 = NA we have

N=

i
√
2

√1
2
√1
2

!
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Note that the operators here are not Hermitian. This would appear to preclude the interesting possibility of simulating commodity exchanges on a future quantum computer[5],
though there may be renormalization techniques that could be applied to get over this problem.

4. I MPLICATIONS FOR SIMILARITY MEASURES
Steedman [13] has proposed that a suitable criterion for assessing similarity of values
to market prices is the angle between market price and value vectors, with small angles
indicating closeness. If m, v are market price and value vectors respectively, the angle
between them is given by:
−
−
ArcCos(→
m.→
v)
v
where~v denotes the normalized value vector given by~v = |v|
.
If the argument in section 1 is accepted, we should consider using angles between price
and value amplitude vectors instead. If we denote the normalized vectors in amplitude
~ a and v~a , then the amplitude space angles are given by:
space by m

→.→
−∗
ArcCos(−
m
a va )
where x∗ is the conjugate of x.
What will be the properties of this measure?
In general it will show smaller angles between vectors. For example suppose we have 3
commodities iron, corn, cotton as follows:

corn
iron
cotton
angle

value price
1
1
3
2
1
2
30.2◦

amplitudes
value price
1
1
√
√
3
2
√
1
2
13.4◦

The fact that smaller angles are shown would be or little significance if the relative sizes
of angles in the two spaces was the same. But this need not be the case. Consider the
following example:

corn
iron
cotton
θrelative to price in

value

price

PP

1
1
2

1
-1

1
2

0.02
74◦

1
0

1
90◦

amplitudes
value price PP
1
1
1
√
1
√
i
2
2
√

2
10
54◦

1
0

1
45◦
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Here we are comparing three hypothetical vectors of values, prices and prices of production (PP). If we treated commodity value space as a vector space, then prices of production
would be orthogonal to market prices, whereas in amplitude space they are at 45◦ to market
prices. When commodity space is treated as a vector space, values appear closer to market
prices than do prices of production. When the assumption that commodity space is a vector
space is dropped, then prices of production are closer to market prices.
5. C ONCLUSION
We have argued that commodity space can not be directly modeled by a vector space,
because of the metric it observes, but that it can be treated as the real valued representation or an underlying vector space. This complex vector space we have, following physics
terminology, termed commodity amplitude space. Observed holdings of commodities and
money by agents are the squares of corresponding commodity amplitudes. Commodity
exchange relations, including the formation of commercial debt can be modeled by unitary rotation matrices operating on this amplitude space. The conceptual model presented
borrows extensively from quantum formalism.
It is thus at least arguable that the empirical relation between market prices and labour
values should be measured by the angles between their corresponding vectors in commodity amplitude space. The latter space, unlike commodity space, is a linear vector space
within which angles of rotation have a clear meaning.
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